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Congratulations retailers and studios on a successful 2016 and thank you for allowing us to
be a partner in your distribution strategies. We're thrilled to be recognized as the fastest
growing catalog of content, DVD, CD & Blu-ray, across near all the major studios and
networks, independents and classic film aggregators. 

Our mission is to make content retailing simple for all, large or small provider, with 100%,
ready to ship, quality products and to provide content owners with a method of insuring
their titles are represented in the physical media space as they continue to focus on the
digital landscape.

This week's selections of new January releases from our Studios- Warner Archive, FOX,
FilmRise, Sony and others is testimony to the exclusive access our technology and
distribution capabilities bring to you in 2017. We look forward to continued success for
you all and the best of the New Year.

Successful retailing
Richard Skillman
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024543337652  It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia: The Complete Season 11 2017     Get
ready for more misguided dreams leading to blundered schemes from everyone's
favorite bar owners! The gang returns to Paddy's Pub, including Mac (Rob McElhenney),
Dennis (Glen Howerton), Charlie (Charlie Day), and Dee (Kaitlin Olson), and Frank (Danny
Devito). Last season the gang crushed Wade Bogg's cross-country flight drinking record,
killed Mac's dad, and started a cult. This season, the gang gets involved in even more
insane adventures including a move to the suburbs, shooting a smut film, defending
themselves in court, and playing another deranged round of the legendary board game
Chardee MacDennis. Charlie Day; Glenn Howerton; Rob McElhenney; Kaitlin Olson; Danny
Devito
 
024543367901  Man Seeking Woman: The Complete Season 2  2017  MAN SEEKING
WOMAN is back with a surreal new season about the life-and-death stakes of dating. This
season Josh Greenburg (Jay Baruchel) will soldier through foolish texts, awkward dates,
cloning disasters, man-on-car sex, hundreds of deaths, and worst of all, a love triangle
with his best friend. The series also stars Eric André (The Eric André Show) as Mike, Josh's
confident and daring best friend, and Britt Lower (Unforgettable) as Liz, Josh's
intimidating older sister. Baruchel; Eric André; Britt Lower; Maya Erskine
 
024543335450  American Dad! Volume 11  2015 Get ready for full-scale hilarity and huge
laughs with this all-new collection of American Dad! episodes from the comically
oversized minds of Mike Barker, Matt Weitzman and Family Guy creator Seth MacFarlane.
Bulging with celebrity guest voices, including Kristin Chenoweth, Ted Danson, Kim
Kardashian, Dean Norris, Mickey Rooney and Uma Thurman, this outrageous assortment
finds Stan miniaturized after seeing a shrink, Steve embracing his inner lesbian, Roger
crushing on a crash-landed alien, and the return of Jeff from space. Seth MacFarlane;
Wendy Schaal; Scott Grimes; Rachael MacFarlane; Dee Bradley Baker
 
024543315582  House Of Strangers 1949 In this powerful film noir of betrayal and revenge,
Max Monetti, the son of a tyrannical banker, is double-crossed by his three brothers and
lands in prison for seven years. Upon his release, Max seeks vengeance, all the while
ignoring his fiancée and the society woman who also loves him. Edward G. Robinson;
Susan Hayward; Richard Conte; Luther Adler; Paul Valentine
 



024543315506  That Night In Rio 1941 Her girl-next-door looks combined with a sultry
singing voice made Alice Faye one of Hollywood's biggest stars in the Golden Age of
Cinema. Don Ameche and Alice Faye pair up as husband and wife, Baron and Baroness
Duarte and head to South America in this musical classic. In order to avoid some financial
problems, the Baron switches places with impersonator Larry Martin "Direto da
Broadway" (also Ameche). When Martin's affections for the Baroness are too kind and
romantic, both the Baroness and Martin's girlfriend Carmen (Carmen Miranda) realize
their men are up to something. Filmed in brilliant Technicolor®, That Night in Rio is a
delightful comedy filled with rousing musical numbers including Faye's passionate and
romantic, "They Met in Rio." Alice Faye; Don Ameche; Carmen Miranda; S.Z. Sakall; J.
Carrol Naish
 

SONY Choice Latest Blu-ray Releases!
  

043396497702  Spanglish        BD-25  2004 John Clasky (Adam Sandler) is a devoted dad
whose skills as a chef have afforded his family (Téa Leoni, Cloris Leachman) a very upscale
life, including a summer home in Malibu and a breathtaking new housekeeper, Flor (Paz
Vega), who has recently immigrated to L.A. from Mexico, and is trying to find a better life
for her remarkable daughter, Cristina (Shelbie Bruce), who is rapidly embracing the
American way of life.  When Flor and Cristina move in with the Claskys for the summer,
Flor has to fight for her daughter's soul as she discovers that life in a new country is
perilous...especially when you're being embraced by an affluent, eccentric American
family!Paz Vega; Cloris Leachman; Adam Sandler; Tea Leoni
 
043396495425  Center Stage   BD-25  2000     The American Ballet Company is not for the
fainthearted, it's for the most gifted and beautiful ballet dancers alive. But you'll need
more than mere physical prowess and determination to succeed. You'll need to deliver
the goods at CENTER STAGE. Jonathan Reeves (Peter Gallagher, American Beauty), the
ballet company's owner is evaluating this young tight-knit group of students as they face
the growing pains of their ambitions, romances and heartbreaks which prove to be both
invigorating and difficult. The results are a celebration of beauty, bodies, and ballet.  
Amanda Schull;Peter Gallagher;Eion Bailey;Ethan Stiefel;Debra Monk

043396497696  Triplets Of Belleville   BD-25  2003     You've never seen anything like THE



TRIPLETS OF BELLEVILLE, a wildly inventive and highly original animated feature crowded
with colorful characters and fantastic imagery.  Kidnapped by mysterious, square-
shouldered henchmen, a Tour de France cyclist named Champion is spirited across the
ocean to the teeming metropolis of Belleville.  His grandmother and faithful dog follow
his trail and are taken in by a trio of eccentric jazz-era divas.  The motley sleuths follow
the clues to an Underground betting parlor and now the chase is on!  Richly imagined,
wildly inventive and acclaimed as one of the best films of the year, "TRIPLETS is terrific!" -
Richard Corliss, TIME MAGAZINE. Michèle Caucheteux, Jean-Claude Donda, Michel Robin

043396495432  Adam Sandler's Eight Crazy Nights    BD-25   2002     You've never seen Adam
like this. Adam Sandler's EIGHT CRAZY NIGHTS is a hilarious animated holiday fable that's
also a musical, featuring star voices from Jon Lovitz and Rob Schneider. When extremely
disgruntled small-town guy Davey Stone (voiced by Sandler) faces another holiday season
in his New England hometown, he does what he always has - he screws up big and lands
in jail. Davey's old basketball referee, Whitey, bails him out with the bright idea of
putting Davey to work doing community service. But Davey turns his sentence into a daily
disaster for Whitey and the whole town! After a few surprises - including the mysterious
reason for Davey's bad attitude and the reappearance of a childhood sweetheart - Davey
might find a reason or two to change his ways. Adam Sandler;Tyra Banks;Ali Hoffman;Rob
Schneider;Lainie Kazan;Austin Stout;Rick Logan

plus all these new SONY CHOICE releases on DVD!

  
 043396480735  Our Little Sister  2015 Three sisters - Sachi, Yoshino and Chika - live
together in the city of Kamakura, Japan. When their father - absent from the family home
for the last 15 years - dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet their
shy, teenage half-sister. Bonding quickly with the orphaned Suzu, they invite her to live
with them. Suzu eagerly agrees and a new life of joyful discovery begins for the four
siblings. Haruka Ayase; Suzu Hirose; Masami Nagasawa;  Kaho
 
 043396492745  Till Death: Season One  2006  "For better or worse, it's for keeps! Brad
Garrett (TV's "Everybody Loves Raymond") and Joely Fisher (TV's "Wild Card") co-star as
Eddie and Joy Stark, a loving couple with 24 years of war stories to share with their new
neighbors, Jeff Woodcock (Eddie Kaye Thomas, American Pie) and his blushing bride of 12
days, Steph (Kat Foster). It's no one-way street though - the optimistic newlyweds have a
thing or two to teach the "old married couple" in this top-rated comedy."   Eddie Kaye



Thomas; Brad Garrett; Joely Fisher; Kat Foster
 
043396495463  Cutter, The  2005 After a deadly kidnapping rescue gone wrong, a guilt
ridden detective (Chuck Norris) goes out on his own to successfully rescue an aged
diamond cutter from the hands of a murderous thief in this action packed thriller.  With
the kidnapped man's niece Elizabeth aiding in his rescue, Shep learns the diamond cutter
perfected his skill during his years as an Auschwitz prisoner. Shep must learn the truth
about the cutter's past to unravel the clues and rescue him before it is too late. Bernie
Kopell; Aaron Norris; Chuck Norris; Joanna Pacula; Tracy Scoggins; Daniel Bernhardt; Todd
Jensen; Curt Lowens; Marshall Teague
 
043396495470  Laurel Canyon  2002    Academy Award® winner Frances McDormand
(Almost Famous, Fargo) stars in the sexy and witty story of a hard-living, free-thinking,
rock-and-roll record producer who finds herself unexpectedly sharing a house with her
straight-laced son and his super-conservative bride- to-be. Written and directed by Lisa
Cholodenko (award- winning director of High Art) and also starring Christian Bale
(American Psycho), Kate Beckinsale (Pearl Harbor), Natascha McElhone (Solaris) and
Alessandro Nivola (Jurassic Park III). Christian Bale; Frances McDormand; Kate Beckinsale;
Natascha McElhone; Alessandro Nivola
 
043396495487  Eat A Bowl of Tea  1989 Ben's wife wants some attention. Ben's boss wants
some dedication. Ben's father wants some grandchildren. And Ben just wants a minute to
sort it all out in Wayne Wang's gentle comedy, Eat a bowl of tea. In New York's Chinatown
of the late 1940s, young Ben Loy (Russell Wong), fresh out of the service, has his whole
life spread out before him - including a job, an apartment and a marriage arranged by his
father (Victor Wong) to the beautiful Mei Oi (Cora Miao). But as eager as the couple is to
see what America has to offer them, that's how eager the whole of Chinatown seems to
see some first-generation U.S. offspring. And when Ben's celebrated young marriage
threatens to crumble in the face of this pressure, it's up to him to separate his dreams
from his father's, and to find a future for himself and his wife in their new adopted
homeland. Directed by Wayne Wang (Maid in Manhattan, The Joy Luck Club), Eat a bowl of
tea is a charming, warm-hearted film based on the classic underground novel by Louis
Chu. Cora Miao; Victor Wong; Russell Wong
 
043396495494  Strange One, The  1957 Legendary actor Ben Gazzara made his feature film
debut in The Strange One, recreating his Broadway role in Calder Willingham's gripping
"End as a Man." Gazzara stars as Cadet Sgt. Jocko DeParis, a sadomasochistic bully in a
Southern military academy who uses his magnetism and the school's own military code to
manipulate his fellow cadets and officers. When he engineers the expulsion of a hated
rival, his reign of terror begins to unravel. The film features a solid cast drawn from The
Actor's Studio in New York, including Pat Hingle, Mark Richman, George Peppard (also in
his film debut) and Larry Gates, and is directed by Jack Garfein and scripted by
Willingham, based on his novel. Censored in its original theatrical release for its
homosexual undertones, The Strange One is presented restored and uncut for the first
time on DVD.Larry Gates; Ben Gazzara; Pat Hingle; Clifton James; Paul Richards; Peter
Mark Richman; Mark Richman; Arthur  Storch; Paul E. Richards
 
043396495456  Cruel Intentions 2 2000 After his precocious behavior has gotten him
bounced out of one more in a string of exclusive private schools, 16-year old Sebastian
Valmont (Dunne) has arrived in New York City to live with his father and stepmother. The
cunning and handsome Sebastian may have met his match, however in his equally
manipulative and beautiful stepsister Kathryn Merteuil (Amy Adams). As Sebastian
arrives for his first day at Manchester Prep, the exclusive school where Kathryn is student
body president, he realizes that he'll have to do his best if he's to survive in the cutthroat
world of the young and privileged. Amy Adams; Mimi Rogers; Sarah Thompson; Robin
Dunne; Keri Lynn Pratt



FilmRise Releases for January!
  

  
191091357453    The Bad Kids   2016    "A group of teachers at a Mojave Desert high school
takes an unconventional approach in an effort to improve the lives of their struggling
students.   Located in an impoverished Mojave Desert community, Black Rock
Continuation High School is one of California's alternative schools for students at risk of
dropping out. Every student here has fallen so far behind in credits that they have no
hope of earning a diploma at a traditional high school. Black Rock is their last chance. "The
Bad Kids"" is an observational documentary that chronicles one extraordinary principal's
mission to realize the potential of these students, whom the system has designated as
lost causes. Employing a verité approach during a year at the school, this Sundance award-
winning film follows Principal Vonda Viland as she coaches three at-risk teens -- a new
father who cannot support his family, a young woman grappling with sexual abuse and an



angry young man from an unstable home -- through the traumas and obstacles that rob
them of their spirit and threaten their goal of a high school diploma.
This DVD features surround sound, English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired,
bonus features including the character reel of Caitlin Jeffries, Dave Johnson and AJ
Wright, Summer's Choice NYT OpDoc, Jennifer Plays with her Cousins, AJ sings ""Don't
Expect A Call,"" Joey performs ""Sing her Song,"" additional ""Kids' Inner Thoughts""
Sequence, Bartz Hall Makeout, The Feast, ""This Town"" recording and the official ""The
Bad Kids"" theatrical trailer."    
191091357446    The Bad Kids (BD)
        
191091348703    A Month of Sundays (BD)   BD-25    2015    "Real estate agent Frank Mollard
won't admit it, but he can't move on. Divorced but still attached, he can't sell a house in a
property boom - much less connect with his teenage son. One night Frank gets a phone
call from his mother. Nothing out of the ordinary, apart from the fact that she died a year
ago. Thus blossoms a charming and unusual friendship with an elderly woman who
inspires Frank to reconnect with life.This Blu-ray features the official ""A Month of
Sundays"" trailer and English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired."     Anthony
LaPaglia, Wayne Anthoney, Nick Batzias, Gary Sweet, Justine Clarke

191091267080    Hemel     2012    "Sacha Polak's debut feature is a frank and explicit look at
carnal desire that is told from a distinctly female perspective. She paints an erotically
charged portrait of a woman whose casual sexual encounters mask a loneliness and a
craving for intimacy. Hemel (Hannah Hoekstra) is a young woman who drifts through a
series of anonymous one-night stands and seems only close to her father. When he finds
himself a girlfriend, Hemel's jealousy puts her on the emotional edge. An emotionally
and physically raw study of sexuality that is nothing less than mesmerizing. This DVD
features the official ""Hemel"" trailer and English subtitles for the deaf and hearing
impaired."      Hannah Hoekstra, Hans Dagelet, Rifka Lodeizen 

191091247297    If He Hollers (AKA I Stay with You)  2014    "An innocent bachelorette dare
goes horribly and violently out of control in Artemio Narro's first independent Mexican
thriller, ""If He Hollers."" It all starts off innocently, with Natalia arriving in Mexico from
Spain to visit her boyfriend (Diego Luna, star of ""Y Tu Mamá También""). However, things
suddenly turn dark after Natalia and her group of party animal friends meet an
unsuspecting cowboy. The giggling girls secretly feed the macho man a drug and what
began as a prank quickly turns violent. The story begins as an innocent comedy, with rich
girls having carefree fun; it then undergoes a transformation that ends in dark sadism.This
DVD features surround sound and comes in Spanish with English subtitles."  Beatriz
Arjona, Diego Luna, Anajosé Aldrete Echevarria , José María de Tavira, Flor Eduarda
Gurrola, Ximena Gonzalez-Rubio, Iván Arana

889290632739    Bunny the Killer Thing - English Subtitled    2015    "In this hilariously
action-packed horror comedy, a group of Finnish and British people find themselves
trapped in a cabin when they are viciously attacked by a mysterious half-human, half-
rabbit creature. This DVD features surround sound and extras: short film, promotional
demo, demo teaser and teaser trailer. In Finnish with English subtitles. "    Enni
Ojutkangas, Jari Manninen, Orwi Manny Ameh
889290632722    Bunny the Killer Thing - English Subtitled (BD)

191091228999    3½ Minutes, Ten Bullets   2015    "On November 23, 2012, a black 17-year-
old named Jordan Davis and three friends drove into a gas station in Jacksonville, Florida.
Davis and his friends got into a verbal altercation with 45-year-old Michael Dunn, a white
man who took issue with the volume of the teenagers' rap music. When Davis refused to
turn down the music, Dunn opened fire on the car of unarmed teenagers. He fired 10
bullets, three of which hit Davis who died at the scene. Dunn fled, but was taken into
custody the next day. He claimed that he shot in self-defense. Filmed over a period of 18
months, ""3 ½ Minutes, Ten Bullets"" intercuts intimate scenes of Davis' family and



friends with footage from Michael Dunn's trial and police interrogation, news reports and
prison phone recordings between Dunn and his fiancée. Drawing on 200 hours of footage,
the documentary aims to reconstruct the night of the murder, delving into the intricate
web of racial prejudice in 21st century America and how such prejudices can result in
tragedy. "3 ½ Minutes, Ten Bullets"" also details the journey of Jordan Davis' parents from
grief to activism and explores public opinion on Florida's "Stand Your Ground Law."
Director Marc Silver is particularly interested in examining the varying perceptions of
Davis in life and death. "I was drawn to Jordan Davis' story because it appeared to be the
perfect storm of racial profiling, access to guns and laws that give people the confidence
to use those guns with no sense of duty to retreat from the situation," he says.
The documentary made its world premiere at the 2015 Sundance Film Festival, where it
won a Special Jury Award for Social Impact.This DVD features surround sound, the official
""3½ Minutes, Ten Bullets"" trailer and English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-
impaired."    Lucia McBath, Ron Davis, Michael David Dunn, Russell Healey 

191091251652    A Beer Tale (BD)    BD-25    2012    "Orphaned twins, Luke and Corey
Frankenstein, inherited their family brewery and were left in the care of their uncle.
Raised on beer, with the assumption they're all grown up, Luke and Corey decide it's time
to finish their family beer,  a beer their parents started twenty years ago but were never
able to finish. Now, it is time for these Colorado wild boys to finally grow up and decide
what kind of men they really want to be.This Blu-ray features the official ""A Beer Tale""
trailer and English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired."   Lee Roy Kunz, Cru Ennis,
Zelda Williams, Scott Patterson, Alexandra Paul, Taryn Southern

Plus a castle flush full of ROYAL documentaries and specials, all from FILMRISE!

  



  

191091267097    Dangerous Indiscretions: The Decline of the House of Windsor    1998  
 Princess Diana, Sarah Ferguson, Prince Charles, Princess Anne, Camilla Parker-Bowles,
Princess Margaret, Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother 
191091260395    Diana: A Day in the Life    1998    Princess Diana
191091260418    Diana: A Portrait    1992    Princess Diana
191091260432    Diana: Where Now? A Woman Alone    1996    Princess Diana
191091267141    Fourteen Weddings and a Divorce    2001    Princess Diana, Sarah Ferguson
191091267103    Prince Edward & Sophie Rhys-Jones    1999    Edward Wessex, Princess
Diana
191091267110    Prince William & Prince Harry: Prisoners of Celebrity     2006    Prince
William, Prince Harry, Princess Diana
191091260449    Princess Diana: In Search of Happiness    1997    Princess Diana, Prince
Charles
191091260425    Princess Diana's Legacy: Prince William & Prince Harry    1997    Princess
Diana, Prince William, Prince Harry Windsor
191091267134    The New Royals    2001    Princess Diana, Prince Harry Windsor, Prince
William, Prince Charles, Princess Anne, Princess Margaret, Spice Girls
191091267127    The Queen Elizabeth at Eighty: Continuity and Change    2006    Queen
Elizabeth II
191091267158    William & Kate: Into the Future    2011    Kate Middleton, Prince William,
Queen Elizabeth II
191091349175    Century of Queen Mother: 100 Years in 100 Minutes    2000    Queen
Elizabeth, the Queen Mother, Valerie Singleton
191091349113    Fergie: The Downfall of a Duchess    1997    Sarah Ferguson
191091267868    Gandu    2010    Anubrata Basu, Joyraj Bhattacharya, Rii
191091349144    King Charles and Queen Camilla: Into the Unknown    2005    Prince Charles,
Camilla Parker-Bowles
191091349205    Prince Harry: The Mysterious Prince    2005    Prince Harry Windsor
191091349199    Princess Camilla: Winner Takes All!    2004    Camilla Parker-Bowles
191091349182    The Queen Mother: A Royal Century    1999    Queen Elizabeth, the Queen
Mother, David Starkey
191091349168    William & Kate: A Year On    2012    Kate Middleton, Prince William
191091349137    William, Kate & George: A New Royal Family    2015    Kate Middleton,
Prince William
191091358115    Prince William & Prince Harry The Next Royal Generation    1998    Prince
William, Prince Harry



191091358153    Prince William: Royal Portrait    1999    Prince William, Prince Charles 
191091358146    The Queen Mother An Affectionate Tribute    2005    Queen Elizabeth, the
Queen Mother
191091358139    The Private Life of Princess Diana    1997    Princess Diana
191091358160    Remembering Princess Diana    1997    Princess Diana, Hillary Clinton 
191091360293    The Fergie Story Paradise Lost?    1992    Sarah Ferguson
191091360255    Queen Camilla    2007    Camilla Parker-Bowles
191091360316    In the Name of Love The Life and Death of Diana, Princess of Wales    2007  
 Princess Diana
191091360248    Princess Diana The Uncrowned Queen    2001    Princess Diana, Prince
William, Hillary Clinton, Tony Bennett, Barbara Walters, Prince Harry Windsor 
191091360286    Diana & Sarah The Royal Wives of Windsor        Princess Diana, Sarah
Ferguson
191091360323    50 Glorious Years A Royal Celebration    1999    Queen Elizabeth II, Prince
Philip
191091360309    Prince Charles at 50 Heir to Sadness    1998    Prince Charles, David Starkey,
Anthony Holden
191091360279    Prince Charles A Man Alone    1992    Prince Charles
191091360262    Clinton and the Clintons        Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton

Warner Archive Newly Mastered Blu-rays and
January DVD Releases!

 

 



  

888574460303    Desirable (1934) (MOD)   1934    Madison Avenue man-about-town Stuart
"Mac" McAllister (George Brent) has his sights set on the Great White Way's most
celebrated leading lady, the glamorous and sophisticated Helen Walbridge (Verree
Teasdale). Mac thinks he's about to have the night of his life when the perpetually
overbooked Helen slips him the keys to her midtown love palace, only to encounter prep-
school graduate Lois Johnson (Jean Muir) at her place instead. Cloistered and closeted
away by Helen thanks to the scandalous secret that connects them, Mac gallantly offers to
advise and guide Lois through her coming out to the sophisticated set. With Helen
determined to drive Lois away from her new best pal Mac, and Lois falling to the
seductive ways of the swells, Mac had better realize his feelings before it's too late!   Jean
Muir; George Brent; Veree Teasdale; John Halliday; Charles Starrett; Russell Hopton; Joan
Wheeler; Barbara Leonard; Virginia Hammond; Pauline True

888574460310    Easy to Love (1934) (MOD)    1    DVD-5    1934    William Keighley directs this
frothy comedy that came out just as the Production Code was ending glimpses into high-
society bedrooms. What's good for the gander is good for the goose in this roundelay of
romance and romp centered on a smart-set quartet of friends and lovers: married couple
John (Adolphe Menjou) and Carol (Genevieve Tobin); John's best friend, Eric Schulte
(Edward Everett Horton); and Eric's companion, Charlotte Hopkins (Mary Astor). Swapping
cab-ride companions after a cabaret night reveals some startling cross-currents in the
quartet - Eric loves Carol while Charlotte loves John. Alas for Carol, who only has eyes for
her hubby, John returns Charlotte's ardor. After discovering John's "polo practice" has
been conducted in private with Charlotte, Carol declares her intentions to become Eric's
lover - and John won't stand for it!     Genevieve Tobin; Adolphe Menjou; Mary Astor;
Edward Everett Horton; Patricia Ellis; Guy Kibbee; Hugh Herbert; Paul Kaye; Hobart
Cavanaugh; Robert Greig; Harold Waldridge

888574462079    Journal of a Crime (1934) (MOD) 1934    Ruth Chatterton ends the Warner
Bros.' phase of her illustrious film career on a high note - elevating what could have been
a lurid melodrama into a sensitive, underplayed and compelling character study. In this
adaptation of the Jacques Deval drama Une Vie Perdue, Chatterton plays Françoise,
driven to despair by her Paris playwright husband, Paul (Adolphe Menjou), whose
dalliance with his current diva, Odette (Claire Dodd), threatens to escalate from fling to
full-fledged divorce. Discovering that there are no laws in Paris that could protect a loving
wife from the whims of a vainglorious vixen, a fugitive felon (Noel Madison) gives
Françoise surprising cover for a most desperate and deranged act. But cover cannot salve



a guilty conscience, and Paul has the patience to wait for Françoise to do the right thing
for soul and society. Fate, however, has shocking plans of its own for Françoise.   Ruth
Chatterton; Adolphe Menjou; Claire Dodd; George Barbier; Douglass Dumbrille; Noel
Madison; Henry O'Neill; Phillip Reed; Henry Kolker; Frank Reicher; Edward McWade;
Walter Pidgeon; Frank Darien; Clay Clement; Elsa Janssen

888574462130    Red Hot Tires (1935) (MOD)  1935    South American car-racing champ
"Bulldog" Banks (Lyle Talbot) has a secret - he's really a wanted fugitive from the USA
named Wally Storm! Clashing with former Sanford Racing Team teammate Robert Griffin
(Gavin Gordon) over the attentions of the team's "female mechanician" Pat Sanford (Mary
Astor), Wally finds his wheels locked up with Griffin's during a race with fatal
consequences. Convicted of murder, Wally is sent to the pen, where he makes a daring
escape thanks to mechanic pal Bud Keene (Roscoe Karns) - on the day that Pat is getting
him a pardon! Now fugitive Wally becomes "Bulldog" Banks, the driving ace of the
southern Americas. But Bulldog's fame - and his name - reaches Pat Sanford in the north,
and she lays a trap to entice Wally to return. And she's the bait! This fast-paced rouser
keeps the pedal to the medal all the way to its rousing, romantic finish.    Lyle Talbot;
Mary Astor; Roscoe Karns; Frankie Darro; Gavin Gordon; Mary Treen; Henry Kolker; Bradley
Page; Arthur Aylesworth; Howard C. Hickman

888574462154    Silver River (1948) (MOD)   1948    Errol Flynn delivers up one of his best
dark dramatic performances in this tale of a good man gone bad. Union Army captain Mike
McComb is tasked with guarding the army payroll at the onset of the battle of Gettysburg
when his small squad is set upon by skirmishers. Fleeing the reb patrol, McComb burns
the money to keep it from Confederate hands and is court-martialed in disgrace for his
command decision. McComb dispenses with duty and honor and vows to serve a new
master - his desires. "The Man Who Burnt a Million" uses the army one last time to set up
a stake and quickly conquers the silver market in Colorado. In his rise to power, McComb
encounters the lovely - and married - Georgia Moore (Ann Sheridan), and the depths to
which McComb will sink to capture her heart will sicken even him. But a former rummy
with a penchant for poetry (Thomas Mitchell) may hold the key to McComb's
redemption.    Errol Flynn; Ann Sheridan; Thomas Mitchell; Bruce Bennett; Tom D'Andrea;
Barton MacLane; Monte Blue; Jonathan Hale; Alan Bridges

883316732892    Bells are Ringing    BD-50    1960    "The get-up in New York's get-up-and-go
comes from the switchboard operators of Susanswerphone. Need a wakeup call? Your
appointments? Encouragement from "Mom"? A racetrack bet? It all comes from that
dutiful nerve - or noive - center that keeps enterprises enterprising and, maybe, wedding
bells ringing.
Judy Holliday reprises her Tony®-winning Broadway role of irrepressible switchboard girl
Ella in a jubilant adaptation that marked her final movie and the final teaming of movie-
musical titans Arthur Freed and Vincente Minnelli. Dean Martin costars as a struggling
playwright in for a surprise when he learns "Mom's" identity. The sparkling Jule
Styne/Betty Comden/ Adolph Green score includes Holliday's heartfelt "The Party's Over"
and the jolly Holliday/Martin duet "Just in Time." You've dialed the right number, musical
fans!"  Judy Holliday; Dean Martin; Fred Clark; Eddie Foy; Jr.; Jean Stapleton; Ruth Storey;
Dort Clark; Frank Gorshin; Ralph Roberts; Valerie Allen; Bernie West

888574460297    Chained Heat 2 (1993) (MOD)   1993    "Deep inside the concrete jungle of
an infamous Communist Bloc prison, one innocent woman struggles to stay alive amid
sadistic, heroin-smuggling guards and a psychotic, stiletto-heeled warden. Voluptuous
Brigitte Nielsen (Beverly Hills Cop II ) stars as the masterful mistress of a women's prison
where the most contemptible crimes are committed after they put you away for life.A
nefarious plot to "recruit" beautiful young women into a prostitution and drug-smuggling
ring has separated one sister from another. Now, it's red-hot action as the determined
young woman begins to unravel a depraved conspiracy, as far-reaching as it is corrupt." 
Brigitte Nielsen; Paul Koslo; Kimberly Kates; Kari Whitman; Jana Svandová; Marek Vasut;



Lucie Benesová; Markéta Hrubesová

888574474270    Delta of Venus (1996) (MOD)   1995    Storm clouds gather over Europe on
the eve of World War II, but the cafés of Paris thrive. Elena (Audie England, Red Shoe
Diaries), a beautiful young American writer, reveals her love for Lawrence (Costas
Mandylor, Mobsters), a handsome French novelist. Their steamy relationship sets Elena
on a wondrous path of sexual awakening. When Lawrence leaves for New York, Elena
continues to explore her most intimate feelings further, pushing all limits, going beyond
pleasure to discover the Delta of Venus - a secret place of hidden desire. Director Zalman
King (Wild Orchid, Two Moon Junction) turns the erotic words of Anaïs Nin into a
shocking, sensuous portrait of a woman who knows no bounds.   Audie England; Costas
Mandylor; Eric Da Silva; Raven Snow; Rory Campbell; Emma Louise Moore; Bernard Zette;
Marek Vasut; Markéta Hrubesová; Daniel Leza; Stephen Halbert; Dale Wyatt

888574462123    Performance (1970) (MOD)    1    DVD-9    1970    "In underworld terms, Chas
Devlin is a "performer," a gangster with a talent for violence and intimidation. Turner is a
reclusive rock superstar. When Chas and Turner meet, their worlds collide - and the
impact is both exotic and explosive.James Fox and Mick Jagger indelibly play Chas and
Turner in this spellbinder of illusion and reality, decadence and decay. Fugitive Chas
hides in Turner's cavernous house. Events then spiral into an eerie breakdown of barriers
and roles in which Chas sees his sense of reality vanish. And Turner's experiment of self-
discovery leads to a shocking final performance of his own. Co-directed by Donald
Cammell and Nicolas Roeg, Performance has become a modern movie legend. Experience
it and understand why."    Mick Jagger; James Fox; Anita Pallenberg; Michele Breton; Ann
Sidney; John Bindon; Stanley Meadows; Allan Cuthbertson; Anthony Morton; Johnny
Shannon; Anthony Valentine

888574465254    Revolution: Revisited (2009) (MOD)  2008    "The American Revolution is
more than the war of Washington and Jefferson, great issues and radical thought. It's also
a struggle of ordinary people, unlettered in combat, politics and government.Al Pacino
stars as a rough-hewn trapper drawn into the conflict in this compelling adventure framed
by the violent summer of 1776 and the bloody victory of Yorktown in 1781. Revising the
theatrical release exclusively for home viewing, director Hugh Hudson (Chariots of Fire)
depicts America's birth in a visceral style unlike most period movies. The production
design, cinematography, John Corigliano score and strong cast (Donald Sutherland,
Nastassja Kinski and Joan Plowright) combine for an effect revolutionary and powerful."   
Al Pacino; Donald Sutherland; Nastassja Kinski

888574462147    Run Ronnie Run! (2003) (MOD) 2002    Reality TV gets a reality check in Run
Ronnie Run!, a hilarious comedy starring David Cross and Bob Odenkirk of HBO's Mr.
Show. Ronnie Dobbs (Cross) is a drunken, mullet-haired criminal who can't seem to keep
himself from getting arrested. When spotted once again on a national reality show, a
Hollywood TV producer, Terry Twillstein (Odenkirk), gets the brilliant idea to base an
entire show on Ronnie himself. Overnight, Ronnie is a national TV star and the toast of
Hollywood! But it isn't long until clean living and morality get the better of him and he
can't get arrested anymore, no matter how hard he tries. Is this the end of his career...or
the beginning of a new one? Featuring cameos from an all-star comedy cast, Run Ronnie
Run! is nonstop insanity that turns reality TV on its head!  Bob Odenkirk; Nikki Cox; E.J. De
La Pena; R. Lee Ermey; Tom Kenny; David Cross

888574320652    Scarecrow (MOD)   1973    Just out of jail after serving time on an assault
rap, Max (Gene Hackman) is headed for Pittsburgh to open a deluxe car wash. Back from
five years at sea, Lion (Al Pacino) wants to hit Detroit and visit the child he's never seen.
The dreams may not be glorious, but you'll want Max and Lion to fulfill them, because
Scarecrow, cowinner of the 1973 Cannes Film Festival Grand Prize, has a heart as big as its
cross-country journey. Its hard-luck drifters drift permanently into our souls. This is due to
teamwork of a high order: the moving performances of Hackman and Pacino, the sensitive



direction of Jerry Schatzberg and the glowing landscape cinematography of Vilmos
Zsigmond. Hit the road with these two. You'll find the trip unforgettable. Gene Hackman;
Al Pacino; Dorothy Tristan; Ann Wedgeworth; Richard Lynch; Eileen Brennan; Penny Allen;
Richard Hackman; Al Cingolani; Rutanya Alda

888574451400    Wait Until Dark (1967)  BD-50    1967    "Now two are left: Susy, recently
blinded and still learning how to live in a sighted world, and Roat, a psychopathic killer.
Roat wants a heroin-stuffed doll he thinks Susy has. All Susy wants is to survive.Dim the
lights, check the door's chain lock, and brace yourself for a chiller as polished as the steel
of Roat's blade. Audrey Hepburn earned her fifth Academy Award® nomination as Susy.
Alan Arkin is pure evil as Roat, master of disguise and accents. Jack Weston and Richard
Crenna costar as his henchmen. Building to a heart-pounding one-on-one confrontation,
Wait Until Dark belongs to the screen's most memorable thrillers" (David Shipman, The
Story of Cinema)."    Audrey Hepburn; Alan Arkin; Richard Crenna; Efrem Zimbalist; Jr.;
Jack Weston; Samantha Jones; Julie Herrod; Frank O'Brien

888574460280    Charlotte Gray (2001) (MOD)    2001    "Charlotte Gray's World War II
assignment could be the first of many. Or her fatal last. The people she meets could be
friends. Or insidious traitors. Trained to be an undercover courier for England, Charlotte
straps on a parachute and falls from the sky into Vichy France. There she will assist the
French Resistance in its defiance of Nazi occupation. Only one out of three couriers will
return home. Cate Blanchett enthralls as Charlotte, who goes behind enemy lines while
keeping secret her personal mission to find her lover, an RAF pilot downed over France.
And Gillian Armstrong (Mrs. Soffel, Little Women) directs a sterling cast that includes Billy
Crudup (Almost Famous) and Michael Gambon (Gosford Park)."    Cate Blanchett; Billy
Crudup; Michael Gambon; Rupert Penry Jones; Anton Lesser; Ron Cook; James Fleet

888574462093    Living Out Loud (1998) (MOD)   1997    Holly Hunter (Little Black Book) and
Danny DeVito (Be Cool) star in this romantic comedy written and directed by Richard
LaGravenese, acclaimed screenwriter of The Horse Whisperer and The Bridges of Madison
County. Judith Nelson (Hunter), newly divorced, is consumed by vindictive fantasies of
her ex-husband and his young bride. Her life is empty until she finds unexpected
companions in a bold and sassy jazz singer (Queen Latifah, Chicago) and a down-on-his-
luck elevator operator (DeVito) in a fashionable Fifth Avenue building. Although no
longer alone, her life still seems unfulfi lled, until a passionate kiss from a stranger opens
her eyes to all that she's been missing. Featuring a classic jazz soundtrack with stunning
vocal performances by Queen Latifah, Living Out Loud is "a refreshingly original comedy"
(Bob Thomas, Associated Press).   Holly Hunter; Danny DeVito; Queen Latifah; Martin
Donovan; Richard Schiff; Elias Koteas; Eddie Cibrian

888574462109    Nuts (1987) (MOD)     1987    "The pending case: the People of the State of
New York vs. Claudia Draper. The issue: Is Claudia mentally competent to stand trial?
Sure, she's shocking. Outspoken. Explosive. Defiant. But is she "nuts?" Barbra Streisand is
Claudia and Richard Dreyfuss is her public defender in the blistering courtroom thriller
Nuts, and their first-time pairing results in "the dramatic performances of their careers"
(Pat Collins, WWOR-TV New York). The sterling supporting cast - Maureen Stapleton, Karl
Malden, James Whitmore, Eli Wallach, Robert Webber and Leslie Nielsen - has been
directed to a perfect pitch by Hollywood legend Martin Ritt (Hud, Norma Rae). Claudia
holds nothing back, so this day in court is one you'll never forget."    Barbra Streisand;
Richard Dreyfuss; Maureen Stapleton; Eli Wallach; Robert Webber; James Whitmore; Karl
Malden; Leslie Nielsen; William Prince; Dakin Matthews; Paul Benjamin; Warren Manzi

888574462116    Overnight Delivery (1997) (MOD)   1998    When college guy Wyatt Tripps
(Paul Rudd, Clueless) thinks his high school sweetheart is cheating on him, he and Ivy
(Reese Witherspoon, Legally Blonde, Sweet Home Alabama), a new "friend," send her the
world's most disgusting poison pen letter...via overnight delivery. But when Wyatt gets
home, he is in for a shocking surprise. His girlfriend's message explains that she hasn't



been unfaithful after all. Now he's got 24 hours to get the letter back in this wildly funny
romantic comedy.   Paul Rudd; Reese Witherspoon; Christine Taylor; Sarah Silverman;
Richard Cody; Gary Wolf; Carl Anthony Payne; Larry Drake

888574462161    Sugar & Spice (2001) (MOD)    1    DVD-9    2001    "These cheerleaders are
holding up more than pom-poms in this sizzling comedy about bank robbery and best
friends.
For the Lincoln High A-squad, cheering comes easy, but when team captain Diane (Marley
Shelton, Valentine, Pleasantville, The Bachelor) falls in love with the star quarterback,
Jack (James Marsden, X-Men, Gossip, Disturbing Behavior), it leads to some unexpected
problems for the pair. That's when she calls on friends to help her with her goal: to rob
the local bank branch. The rebel of the bunch, Kansas (Mena Suvari, American Beauty,
American Pie, Loser), masterminds the plan for the most outrageous heist this small town
has ever seen. Can the Betty Doll bank robbers pull it off and still make it to the big game
in time? Will the bitter eyewitness, Lisa (Marla Sokoloff, Dude, Where's My Car?, TV's The
Practice) turn them in? See what happens when the good girls go bad."    Marley Shelton;
James Marsden; Mena Suvari; Marla Sokoloff; Alexandra Holden; Rachel Blanchard; Sara
Marsh; Melissa George; Sean Young

888574446161    Bad Day at Black Rock (1955)    BD-50    1955    "Folks in Black Rock have their
own way of welcoming mysterious, one-armed stranger John J. Macreedy. He's welcome
to leave. Or they'll make sure he leaves in a pine box. Two-time Academy Award®
winner* Spencer Tracy (a 1955 Best Actor Oscar® nominee for this film) plays World War II
veteran Macreedy, who keeps his own counsel about why he's come to Black Rock and
who keeps his wits about him when confronted with threats and violence. Director John
Sturges (The Great Escape) ramps up the tension while revealing Macreedy's mission and
the town's grim secret. Robert Ryan, Walter Brennan, Ernest Borgnine and Lee Marvin are
among the town's thugs and lap dogs. "I'm half horse, half alligator," one says. They'll find
Macreedy is even tougher stuff."   Spencer Tracy; Robert Ryan; Anne Francis; Dean Jagger;
Walter Brennan; Ernest Borgnine; John Ericson; Lee Marvin; Russell Collins; Walter Sande

888574462048    Harvey Girls, The (1945) (MOD)  1946    Vittles, songs and dance are amply
ladled out when Judy Garland headlines The Harvey Girls, a joyous musical slice of
Americana celebrating the restaurants that brought extra helpings of civilization to Old
West rail passengers. Highlights include Garland holding saloon patrons at jittery
gunpoint to retrieve stolen beefsteaks, Ray Bolger's loose-limbed comic hoofing, Virginia
O'Brien's sure-shot comic timing, Angela Lansbury's stylish wickedness as a saloon singer
and the "On the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe" romp (nabbing it the 1946 Best Song
Academy Award®) that's "deservedly famous, one of the most triumphant sequences in
screen-musical history" (Pauline Kael, The New Yorker). All aboard!   Judy Garland; John
Hodiak; Ray Bolger; Preston Foster; Virginia O'Brien; Angela Lansbury; Marjorie Main; Chill
Wills; Kenny Baker; Selena Royle; Cyd Charisse; Ruth Brady; Catherine McLeod

888574462055    I'll Cry Tomorrow (1955) (MOD)  1955    Lillian Roth has it all: youth, beauty,
movie and Broadway fame, and a devoted fiancé. Then her fiancé dies, and Lillian takes
one drink to ease her grief. Then another. Then ten. Then thousands. And soon her youth,
her career and her life are drowning in an ocean of booze. Susan Hayward earned a Best
Actress Oscar® nomination and a Cannes Film Festival Best Actress Award for her searing
portrayal of the real-life performer. Hayward's achievements don't stop there. She
provides her own vocals for "Sing You Sinners," "Happiness Is a Thing Called Joe" and
more standards.    Susan Hayward; Richard Conte; Eddie Albert; Jo Van Fleet; Don Taylor;
Ray Danton; Margo; Virginia Gregg

888574462062    In the Good Old Summertime (1949) (MOD)  1949    "In the Good Old
Summertime - a tale of squabbling music-shop clerks who don't know they're romantic
pen pals - shares a celebrated movie lineage that includes James Stewart and Margaret
Sullavan in The Shop Around the Corner and Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan in You've Got Mail.



In between those two, Judy Garland and Van Johnson had mail plus Gold Old tunes
evoking an era of straw boaters and silvery moons.Sparked by Garland's comedic zest and
musical appeal, this confection is "one of the sweetest, most unpretentious
entertainments of 1949" (Clive Hirschhorn, The Hollywood Musical). It's also a nostalgic
farewell and a sunny hello. Buster Keaton appears in his final film for the studio he first
joined in 1928. And Liza Minnelli, all of 18 months young, makes her debut in the finale."  
Judy Garland; Van Johnson; S.Z. Sakall; Spring Byington; Clinton Sundberg; Buster Keaton;
Marcia Van Dyke; Lillian Bronson; Liza Minnelli

888574462086    Libeled Lady (1936) (MOD)    1    DVD-5    1936    "Bill Chandler (William
Powell ) is one of America's great anglers, a sports fisherman without peer, doom in
waders to the wiliest trout. And that isn't the only fish story Chandler tellsFour of
Hollywood's greatest stars - Powell, Jean Harlow, Myrna Loy and Spencer Tracy - reel in
this whopper of a screwball romantic comedy classic nominated for a Best Picture Oscar®.
It all starts when society diva Loy slaps newsman Tracy with a libel suit. Tracy enlists
fiancée Harlow and down-on-his-luck Powell in a counter maneuver involving a rigged
marriage, a phony seduction, a fabulously funny fishing scene, fisticuffs, broken promises
and hearts, and, eventually, true love for all. This Lady is one fine catch."   Jean Harlow;
William Powell; Myrna Loy; Spencer Tracy; Walter Connolly; Charley Grapewin; Cora
Witherspoon; E.E. Clive; Bunny Beatty; Otto Yamaoka; Charles Trowbridge; Spencer
Charters; George Chandler; William Benedict; William Newell

888574462178    Top Cat (1961): The Complete Series    1961    In the tradition of great
screen con men - one of the few with a visible tail - Top Cat holds a top spot in the hearts
of cartoon fans. The smooth-talking New York City cat, known as T.C. to his kitty cohorts
Benny the Ball, Choo-Choo, Spook, The Brain and Fancy-Fancy, is always on the make
toward a big score or swindle. And the bothersome - and ever exasperated - Officer
Dibble is relentlessly on his case (although always one step behind) throughout 30 fast,
funny episodes. This deluxe 5-disc set offers terrifically top Bonus Extras as befit, so the
swinging theme song immortalizes, "the chief. He's the king, but above everything: he's
the most tiptop Top Cat!"   

888574462192    Xiaolin Showdown: The Complete First Season (MOD)   2003    Monk-in-
training Omi, hip-hop girl Kimiko, street-smart Raimundo and Texas cowboy Clay are
warriors-in-training with an important job - to save the world from total destruction! Led
by 40-foot dragon Dojo, they search the globe for ancient artifacts called Shen-Gong-Wu,
whose supernatural powers control the forces of good and evil. But evil boy genius Jack
Spicer and his robot army are also on the hunt! Along with ghostly witch Wuya, Jack
schemes to collect all the Shen-Gong-Wu and harness their powers for world domination.
The race heats up as each artifact is found and a Xiaolin Showdown - an intense winner-
take-all double-dare - shapes up. Blending cool martial arts, magical powers and stunning
action, these high-stakes matches will take you beyond the edge of animated excitement
and fun!   
 
888574462208    Xiaolin Showdown: The Complete Second Season (MOD)  2004    This
season the four warriors advance to Apprentice level Dragons-In-Training. There are over
50 new Shen-Gong-Wu, including those that give powers of time travel, mind reading and
one that enables the user to enter his opponents dream world! The Xiaolin Showdowns
are much more perilous, and their opponents more threatening and powerful. The most
threatening opponent of them all is a new and ominous super-villain, Chase Young.Omi
and the others must work together, entering the world of Yin, in an all-out effort to save
the earth from Chase Young's evil army. Other villains our young monks will encounter
include Cyclops, PandaBubba, Ice Creature and Dyris, a beautiful, evil mermaid who
morphs into a grotesque monster when out of water.   
     
888574452377    Battleground (1949)    BD-50    1949    "December 1944. A civilian victim of
the Battle of Bastogne scrounges through garbage to find a scrap of food. "I don't even see



those things," a war-numbed GI says. "I want to remember them!" his buddy snaps.
Bastogne veteran Robert Pirosh remembers with his Oscar®-winning* screenplay for
Battleground, a gripping tale of 101st Airborne troops resisting Hitler's fierce, final
counteroffensive. Directed by William A. Wellman (The Story of GI Joe), the superb cast
includes James Whitmore as a bantam rooster of a sarge and Van Johnson as a
wisecracking PFC (as in "Praying for Civilian"). Rugged and unsparing, Battleground -
nominated for six Academy Awards® including Best Picture - makes sure we all
remember."      Van Johnson; John Hodiak; Ricardo Montalban; George Murphy; Marshall
Thompson; Jerome Courtland; Don Taylor; Bruce Cowling; James Whitmore; Douglas
Fowley; Leon Ames; Herbert Anderson; Thomas E. Breen; Denise Darcel; Richard Jaeckel;
James Arness; Scotty Beckett; Brett King

National Geographic New Releases
  

 
024543319184  The Incredible Dr. Pol S9                                              2016
024543337218  Sea Monster's: The Definitive Guide                              2016
024543352563  National Geographic: Is It Real: Vampires                      2016
024543352594  National Geographic: Last Stand Of The Great Bear       2016
024543352600  National Geographic: Lost Fleet Of Columbus                2016
024543352709  National Geographic: How to Survive The End of The World            2016
024543352723  National Geographic: The Hunt for Lincoln's Assassin    2016
024543352501  Border Wars: Season One                                             2016
024543352532  National Geographic: Eden at the End of the World        2016
024543352662  National Geographic: Ancient Egypt: Classics               2016
024543352679  National Geographic: Animal Holiday Special                 2016
024543352686  National Geographic: Dogtown: New Beginnings            2016
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1/17/2017    888574446161    Bad Day at Black Rock (1955) (BD)    BD-50    1955    Warner
1/17/2017    888574460280    Charlotte Gray (2001)            DVD-9    2001    Warner
1/17/2017    191091228289    Empowerment Project, The        DVD-5    2016    Gravitas
Ventures, LLC.
1/17/2017    191091229132    Empowerment Project, The        BD-25    2016    Gravitas
Ventures, LLC.



1/17/2017    888574462093    Living Out Loud (1998)            DVD-5    1997    Warner
1/17/2017    888574462109    Nuts (1987)                DVD-9    1987    Warner
1/17/2017    888574462116    Overnight Delivery (1997)        DVD-9    1998    Warner
1/17/2017    888574462161    Sugar & Spice (2001)            DVD-9    2001    Warner
1/17/2017    818522015811    CAPSULE                    DVD-5    2017    Level 33 Entertainment
1/17/2017    883476152714    Appetite for Love            DVD-5    2016    Cinedigm
1/17/2017    883476152721    All Things Valentine            DVD-5    2016    Cinedigm
1/17/2017    883476152738    Daters Handbook                DVD-5    2016    Cinedigm
1/24/2017    888574451400    Wait Until Dark (1967) (BD)        BD-50    1967    Warner
1/24/2017    191091228296    Ava's Impossible Things            DVD-5    2016    Gravitas
Ventures, LLC.
1/24/2017    191091229217    Ava's Impossible Things            BD-25    2016    Gravitas Ventures,
LLC.
1/24/2017    888574462123    Performance (1970)            DVD-9    1970    Warner
1/24/2017    888574465254    Revolution: Revisited (2009)        DVD-9    2008    Warner
1/24/2017    888574320652    Scarecrow                DVD-9    1973    Warner
1/24/2017    888574460297    Chained Heat 2 (1993)            DVD-9    1993    Warner
1/24/2017    888574462147    Run Ronnie Run! (2003)            DVD-9    2002    Warner
1/24/2017    888574474270    Delta of Venus (1996)            DVD-9    1995    Warner
1/24/2017    818522015217    THE BEAT BENEATH MY FEET        DVD-5    2017    Level 33
Entertainment
1/24/2017    191091348703    A Month of Sundays (BD)            BD-25    2015    FilmRise
1/31/2017    883316732892    Bells are Ringing (BD)            BD-50    1960    Warner
1/31/2017    888574462130    Red Hot Tires (1935)            DVD-5    1935    Warner
1/31/2017    888574462079    Journal of a Crime (1934)        DVD-5    1934    Warner
1/31/2017    888574460310    Easy to Love (1934)            DVD-5    1934    Warner
1/31/2017    888574460303    Desirable (1934)            DVD-5    1934    Warner
1/31/2017    888574462154    Silver River (1948)            DVD-9    1948    Warner
2/14/2017    191091357446    The Bad Kids (BD)            BD-25    2016    FilmRise
2/14/2017    191091357453    The Bad Kids                DVD-9    2016    FilmRise
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